
Introduction
Many real-world systems involve a large number of highly inter-
connected elements. 
Such complex systems (CS) exhibit non-linear and emergent 
behavior. CS simulation (CSS) requires large computational re-
sources that only supercomputers and grids can deliver.
We develop an agent-based framework for seamless integration 
of CS simulation with grid technology. 
We identify 6 categories of CSS, based on spatial and temporal 
structure inherent to various types of CS.
An overview of various parallelization methods for these catego-
ries is given. 
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Agent-based framework
An agent-based simulation approach is well-suited because it re-
flects the inner structure of complex systems:

A large number of individual components that have a state set 
which changes over time through an updating function that 
communicates with other components.

To minimize the simulation time, the simulation is distributed over 
multiple computational units. To do this efficiently, we need to:

1. Define rules for partitioning the set of components over the 
computational nodes, with efficient load balancing.

2. Minimize the communication by identifying the dependen-
cies or restrict the domain of updating functions.

Categorization
Categorization in various templates (T) based on CSS structure:

Special 
Cases

Independent Components T0 Unknown Topology T5

Static Dynamic

Network

Fixed graph T1 Dynamic graph T2

Spatial

Cellular Automata T3 Mobile Agents T4

Partitioning
T0: No communication between components, therefore only need 
to efficient load balancing.

T1 and T2: Parallelization is equivalent to graph-partitioning:
Static nets: local, global and multilevel methods
Dynamics nets: iterative partitioning using existing graphs

T3: Parallelizing of CA is based on geometrical division:
Simple ghost-cell method, or with improved load balancing.

T4: With mobile components, two main approaches exist:
Partition agents: agents are moved according to communication 
needs; or partition space: similar to ghost-cell method (T3).

T5: Unknown topology: if low communication, it is equivalent to T0. 
If heavy communication, move to higher level: transform whole CSS 
into single component, and parallelize high-level CSS as T0.

Results
We developed an easy-to-use tool to enable CS reseachers to de-
ploy CSS on clusters or on the grid. Basic features: user-friendly, 
enables generic CSS, platform-independent.

Parameter Sweep Wizard
- Graphical User Interface to do automated (heuristic) sweeps. 
- Generic CSS simulation based on RePast simulator.
- Distribution based on ProActive middleware.
- Deployment on LSF-controlled grids.
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More information available on:   www.qoscosgrid.eu

Use Cases
The Agent-Based Framework for Complex Systems Simulation is 
applied to different classes of CSS. Together, they span the major-
ity of cases of interest in the grid enabling of CSS.
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The QosCosGrid project hosts 9 use cases to facilitate the grid-
enabling of all these classes into a unified grid middleware.
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